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A
s an antique restorer Rob Leach 
spends his life repairing furniture, 
painstakingly working to make his 
mends invisible. Recently he was 

asked to add a ‘new’ dining chair to a set 
of 11 antiques. One of the challenges of this 
task was that the set were made in the late 
19th Century, and were in relatively good 
condition and had been well made.  
 There was no room for error, with the 
chairs already indistinguishable. For a start 
that means he didn’t have to distress the 
new chair by letting the components ‘age’ 

The Secrets of a 
Copycat’s Craft
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Rob Leach talks to British 
Woodworking about the 
making of a Gillow-style 
19th Century dining chair in 
English oak. To match 11 
others in the set Rob had to 
learn chip carving, but the 
key skills are in the finishing 
and the authenticity

ADVANCED PROJECT

during the making process. We visited his 
workshop in the depths of the Cotswold 
countryside at various stages of the making 
and asked him how he makes a new 
antique that looks old, but not too old.

British Woodworking: Tell us about this 
chair, Rob. Why were there only 11 others 
in the set?
Rob Leach: I don’t actually know why there 
were only 11. I was asked to make one and 
clean up the others. The aren’t stamped 
with a maker’s name but could be a Waring 

Pic.1 One of the tricks to making replicas is that you spend a lot of time measuring other chairs 
in the set. It’s important you measure all the chairs to make sure you get an average to the 
dimensions, rather than matching one perfectly

Fig.1 The finished 
chair, before 

upholstery

Notice how the 
tops to the legs 
are proud Pic.2 You can just see here how the back of the 

octagon near the bottom of the front leg extends 
further at the back than at the front
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and Gillow style. The aim was for it to be 
indistinguishable from the others.

BW How do you start when you’re 
making a replica?
RL I spend a whole day measuring it up 
first. I will check all the chairs, particularly 
the thickness of the seat rails, of the back 
and of the turned front leg. You don’t want 
to copy the wrong chair! Sometimes you 
have to take an average of them all, and 
your drawings encompass them all, but are 
nothing like any! That’s a decision you have 
to make. The back leg is the most 
important because of the rake and the 
position of the the rails. A lot of activity 
goes on there. In fact all I need is a rod of 
the back leg, with the positions of the 
mortices for the seat rail, stretcher, and the 
two rails for the upholstered back. The back 
becomes my datum, with all references 
coming off it.

Making a rod
BW Do you have to make any jigs?
RL After measuring up I spent another day 
doing the drawings, full-size on a piece of 
white-faced MDF (Pic.4). The only jig I 
needed to make was a 5mm thick template 
of the back leg which you use to line up 
the grain direction on the board and for 
routing the shape after bandsawing. I 
bought a pair of CMT bearing-guided 

trimming cutters for the job, with the 
bearing on the bottom for one and on the 
shank for the other. 

BW Do you cut all the parts together?
RL Yes. I machine up all the stock in one go 
when I’m making a chair (Pic.3) and then 
hand plane it to remove all the marks. I 
have a Clifton 51/2. It has to be very sharp 
with the mouth tight. I’m very aware of the 

originals were probably finished by hand. 
They were made in the 1880s, and I like to 
keep things authentic. 

BW You’ve told us in the past that you 
like to leave components lying around the 
workshop to become a bit battered when 
you’re making reproductions. Did you do 
that this time?
RL No so much this time, but yes I often 
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Plane irons

There are a couple of differences between a 
Clifton (right) and a Stanley (left) plane iron.  
The Clifton has a split back iron which 
makes polishing the back easier. “It’s a bit of 
a pain,” says Rob, “because it falls off.” 
However the iron is much thicker than a 
Stanley. “It keeps its edge better and it 
doesn’t chatter so much. It gives you much 
more ooomph than the Stanley.”

grain direction at this stage and just take a 
couple of shavings off each side. 

BW Doesn’t that affect the thickness of 
your boards?
RL It’s hardly enough to register on your 
steel rule. If you’re replicating an old chair 
it’s all about feel and touch. Gimson 
wouldn’t have had a steel rule that went 
down below 0.5mm. And anyway the 

don’t worry much about knocking pieces 
and will drop them on the floor or the 
gravel on purpose. This is a really good set 
of chairs, and not that old, and the replica 
didn’t need much aging. I took a few of the 
chairs apart where the glue had failed, and 
there was nasty varnish to remove.

BW How do you do that?
RL I stripped it with meths-based Klendoo 

DINING CHAIR

Pic.3 Rob milled up the oak for the chair in one go and left it in stick for a few days to settle. 
He was keen to use timber from just one board to get a consistent colour and texture 
throughout the chair, with rays running down the outside of the back legs

Fig.2 Exploded view of the chair

The back rails are rebated for the 
upholstered back, but fillets are 
added to the back legs

Pic.5 Apart from machining to thickness the boards and some routing of the back legs with a 
template, Rob only uses handtools. He has a couple of Clifton planes. “They’re quite heavy,” 
he says, “and candlewax helps them glide more smoothly.”

Pic.4 To make a successful replica you have to spend a day or two 
measuring the originals and then drawing up a full-size rod to show 
the angles and the jointing. Rob uses white-faced 5mm MDF

Fig.3 Plan
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Fig.4 Front elevation
Fig.5 Side elevation
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Details When you are copying an 
antique you have to notice how 
the stain has filled in the carving
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Stripper (from Rest Express, restexpress.
co.uk, 01285 831668). There wasn’t much 
to remove, just some modern varnish. The 
stripping takes it back to bare wood, ish, 
because I don’t clean out all the carvings 
and the nooks and crannies. Then I used 
0000 wirewool and meths to wash down 
the chair.

BW Was it easy to match the timber?
RL It is English oak from Wessex Timber. It’s 
important that it all comes out of one 
piece. I had a 6ft board, 8in wide and 2in 
thick. In particular I was looking to be able 
to cut out the back pieces so that the rays 
are running down the sides, quartersawn, as 
that’s how the orginals are. Even though the 
client won’t notice, things like that all help 
when it comes to looking at the thing as a 
whole. It adds to the illusion. I also wanted 
it to be air-dried.

Cutting the joints
BW What do you do once all the parts are 
cut out and planed and thicknessed?
RL Morticing. I have a Sedgwick morticer 
with a back and forth moving carriage 
which I love. It has stops for the travel 
which are really useful for repeats and for 
batches. For a single chair like this they 
weren’t really necessary, and I marked up all 

the joints, but if I was making a set of 
chairs I’d set the stops and you wouldn’t 
have to mark up the mortices. 
 All the mortices in the back are 10mm 
thick, with 8mm shoulders either side. I also 
add a 5mm shoulder top or bottom 
wherever you can see the joint. Otherwise 
there’s a chance you get to see a gap where 
the fibres get crushed when you cut the 
mortice, even with a morticer. 

BW When do you do the carving?
RL Last. I do all the joints first, before any 
detailing, just in case I make a mistake with 
the carving or the mouldings. You can 
usually repair a joint. 

BW The back is shaped, with the rake. Did 
you have to pack out the morticer with 
scrap?
RL I did exactly that for the side seat rail 
mortices in the back, with a block 
underneath the shaped back, but actually, 
thinking about it, I cut the other mortices 
for the back rails, the back seat rail and 
back stretcher by hand because it’s quicker 
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that way than lining up the morticer for a 
one-off. I’m still learning about 
chairmaking. I’m more systematic now than 
the first set of six I made last year. I was all 
over the place with them. I’d get bored and 
move onto another chair, with bits 
everywhere. Making chairs is difficult, with 
lots of angles and joints, which is why I 
spend so much time on the drawings. 

BW What about cutting the mortices in 
the front legs?
RL I had to do the turning first there to get 
the distances right. Also the octagonal 
section where the stretcher rail is quite 
complicated. If you look carefully at the 
drawings and photos you should be able to 
see that the turning is off-centre. Actually 
what you have to do is turn the leg from a 
2in thick blank. Then you create the 
octagon by hand with a tenon saw and a 

WORKSHOP LAYOUT

Pic.6 Once the back 
leg has been 
morticed and shaped 
you can add the 
reeding. Notice how 
the kick at the foot 
starts just below the 
stretcher mortice, 
where there is a flat 
for the joint. The 
back of the leg is 
curved most of the 
way down the leg, 
but the front is flat 
between the mortice 
for the seat rail and 
the mortice for the 
stretcher rail

The restorer’s new workshop layout
Trained the conventional way, with benches up against the wall, Rob Leach has 
recently taken the plunge and moved his workbench to the centre

Inspired by the central bench in British Woodworking’s workshop, Rob 
Leach recently moved one of his wall-facing workbenches so that it 
protrudes into the room. As a restorer this means he can place 

something on the bench with access from all sides. It’s particularly good 
for chairs, he says. “Unfortunately the bench isn’t quite wide enough, 
because of the toolwell, and you have to stick blocks into the well to 
balance chairs. I could make an MDF top if I wasn’t so busy.”
 An added advantage is that it’s given him extra storage space. What 
you can’t see is that the far side of the bench, which used to be up 
against a wall, now has pegs and nails on which he can hang loads of 
tools, as well as having the cupboards on this side. 
 “It gives me more space to put things down!” A real benefit is having 
the vice sticking out into the workshop, which actually comprises two 
rooms. One workshop has machines (Sedgwick tablesaw, planer-
thicknesser and morticer, and large Axminster bandsaw and Record 
Power lathe), and the other houses his benches and handtools. 

Pic.7 Rob makes his scratchstock blades from 
old cabinet scrapers, ground with a mini-drill.  
He works from the seat joint up to the top of 
the leg, and tends to push the scratchstock, 
working gently because you’re often going 
against the grain

Fig.6 Offset mitred tenons

The rebate for the 
uphostery is created 
by adding an oak 
face to the beech rail

Worksurface When the bench isn’t wide enough Rob lays his drawing 
board flat to provide a level surface for working on chairs
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block plane, only you plane more off the 
front and side facets than the back facet, 
where you cut the mortice for the side 
stretcher rail. Notice how the back facet is 
narrower than the front and side facets. The 
angle on the top of the front leg is done 
later once the joints have been cut, to line 
up with the sides. 

BW Was it a bit scary cutting mortices on 
the legs you’d already turned?
RL I wrapped them in cloth and masking 
tape to protect the turnings! I had to be a 
bit more careful than with other 
reproductions I’ve made because the 
originals are in such good condition. I’m a 
self-taught turner, but I made a full-size 
template with all the diameters and 
distances between the beads and shoulders. 

BW The seat is splayed. How does that 
affect the morticing?
RL Not at all. The mortices are cut square 
into the back and front, but you’ll notice 
that the shoulders and tenons on the seat 
rails are cut at a 5° angle. You may also be 
able to see that some of the mortices are 
offset. This is to give you more wood 
around the joint, and so that the mitred 
tenons can be a bit longer. 
 The H-stretcher is a bit easier to cut than 
it looks because the chamfering is done 
after the joints are cut to produce a mortice 
and tenon with a mason’s mitre (Pic.9). 

However the shoulders and tenon on the 
central stretcher are also angled at 5°.

Cutting the tenons
BW Then what do you do?
RL I assemble the front and back gates, 
without glue for the moment.

BW The what?
RL Gates. Frames, I guess most people call 
them. With those dry assembled I start work 
on the tenons on the side seat rails. I’ve 
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copied everything that’s done on the 
originals, which means using beech for all 
the seat rails. It’s not just that it’s cheaper 
than oak; it takes uphostery pins better. A 
6mm-thick piece of oak fascia is glued to 
the seat rails where it can be seen below the 
upholstery. 

BW How do you cut your tenons?
RL With a bandsaw, and then pared back to 
the line. I cut the tenon cheeks first, and 
then the shoulders. I mark up all the tenons 

Pic.8 To make the assembly easier Rob has stuck rubber pads to the heads of his sash cramps. 
The rubber is about 6mm thick and is stuck to the cramps with Mitre Fast instant glue. “I 
think that it grips a bit better than wooden blocks, so the cramps are a bit less likely to slip.”

TIP

Pic.9 From the side and the front you can see 
the full details of the chair, and how the rake 
of the back works. The chamfering on the 
stretchers is worked after the joint has been 
cut, with the final tidying up of the mason’s 
mitre after assembly

Pic.10 The completed chair. Is it 
the replica or an original?

with a mortice gauge and cut to within 
0.5mm on the bandsaw. When I do the 
paring I always look for the better grain 
first, and use a chisel to get that side of the 
tenon bang on because it’s the easier side 
to work. Then I use a shoulder plane on the 
more awkward side until it fits perfectly, but 
don’t touch the good side again because 
that way I know that one side is right.

BW What do you use for paring?
RL Whatever’s sharp. I mark out the tenons 
with a marking knife and use that to locate 
the chisel, for paring both the cheeks and 
the shoulders. 

BW Out of interest, how do you know 
when your chisels are going blunt?
RL I always start a job like this by 
sharpening my chisels. I know that a chisel 
is losing the edge when it starts pulling the 
endgrain, especially on beech. Endgrain is 
the best judge of sharpness, as it 
exaggerates the resistance. You can always 
tell that way. Actually I rarely chisel with the 
grain. When a chisel is sharp you can pare 
across the endgrain and see the fibres and 
rays clearly, you can almost see the little 
cells in the wood. 
 
BW What about tapering back the top of 
the front legs?
RL You can see that in the plan. It is done 
once the front gate has been dry assembled 
and the side seat rails fitted in place. Once 
it’s been marked off against the side rail I 
created the angle with a block plane and a 
rasp to shape the curve on the corner. I use 
scrapers a lot to finish this sort of job, and 
worked the octagon lower down the leg in 
the same sort of way. If I wanted I could 
glue it all up now: the shoulders are tight 
and the only thing to ruin now is the 
carving!

Chip carving lessons
BW Is the carving the very last thing?
RL Almost. Next I did the reeding on the 
back leg, with an old bit of scraper in a 
scratchstock (Pic.7). You have to do a few 
test pieces to check it works. I push and I 
pull, but more often than not I push the 
scratchstock, working gently. You’re often 
working against the grain. The reeding 
shallows out towards the seat rail joint on 
the back leg, but stops abruptly just over 
the top. You have to use a scratchstock for 

a genuine look: a router wouldn’t be right. 
Then I did all the other reeding.
 I’ve never done any chip carving before. I 
tried to photocopy the top back rail, but 
couldn’t shut the lid on my photocopier. 
Instead I photo’d it and then blew it up to 
size and printed it. You stick the printout 
on the wood with white glue. I did a 
practice piece first, which was fortunate 
because I used the wrong bit of wood. The 
grain wasn’t straight, and was too open at 
some points which meant the stain was 
uneven. I also discovered that I had the 

wrong chisels. They have to have exactly the 
right curvature, and ended up using only 
four for the chip carving. 
 What you learn is that you have to knock 
down at the right angle, and then remove 
the chip in one go, otherwise it looks messy. 
I got better at it, and it was very useful to 
do one first. The printout helped a lot. 

BW What about the turned front legs?
RL I did those by eye. They were very 
unforgiving, and I couldn’t repair the 
mistakes I made on the first one. Working 
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the little button (Pic.14) at the centre is 
really important because you must chip 
away any fibres. In the end I made myself a 
little holesaw from an antique key. I’ve got 
loads of them and they’re very useful for 
that sort of thing. By forming the button 
with the holesaw there’s less chance of 
slipping and catching the grain when you 
are chip carving the rose. 

Finishing the chair
BW What glue do you use for assembly?
RL I use a fish glue. The old animal glues 
are reversible, which is important, but they 
are a bit risky because they set so fast for a 
complicated assembly like this. It is 
traditional to use a reversible glue, and I do 
it out of self-gratification to be honest. The 
fish glue sets more slowly so it gives you a 
bit more time. 
    I use as scraper as much as possible 
before assembly, and then 240 grit, and a 

big step to 400 grit. Then I wet it all with 
hot water and a sponge; hot because my 
workshop is pretty chilly! I do this twice, to 
raise the grain before staining, and cut back 
each time with 400 grit. 
 Then I applied Mylands’ Mid Brown 
waterstain. You only need a weak solution, 
applied with a brush and wiped off with a 
cloth. I always do lots of testing on offcuts. 
It’s important to add the powder to the 
water, in about half a jam jar of liquid. It’s 
important that you make yourself enough 
stain to do the whole chair. The other 11 
chairs are quite orange, so to get that 

to copy. Then I added two more brush coats 
of polish, cutting back with 0000 wirewool 
to burnish. You can cut this back to take 
more waterstain if you need, but you can 
get brush marks, so take care. 
 To get it right it’s best to work near a 
daylight window beside one of the original 
pieces. I keep adding polish with a rubber, 
then cut back with wirewool and wax, this 
time using Harrell’s Antique Black. 

BW Do you worry about the beech rails?
RL Yes. They have to be stained for age. I 
used Stainax for that to give them a dead, 
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colour I started experimenting with some 
orange, then mid brown and a bit of walnut 
to cut back the orange. You add the colour 
by dipping a small brush in the powder and 
mixing it into the water. 
 When you are applying the waterstain 
you wipe off with a rag, one hand brushing 
on and the other hand wiping off. Then I 
seal it with shellac, transparent polish, 
brushed on. Then I added dark oak grain 
filler, especially into the carvings. This is 
made by Fiddes and has a white spirit base. 
You buff it off with a rag. The other chairs 
had black bits in the open grain that I had 

dusty look. It’s a waterstain that leaves them 
looking very dry and old. The casters come 
from Marshall Brass (01362 684105, 
marshall-brass.com). There’s a short spigot 
on the end of the leg, and a spindle that is 
drilled up into the leg. They are supplied 
antiqued, but I prefer to take that finish off 
with a buffer attached to my lathe. It might 
as well have been wrought iron, and I think 
you need to see the bling! 

To ask any questions or order a cutting list, 
email us at advice@britishwoodworking.com 
or write to the address on p3.

CHIP CARVING

Pic.14 Rob found that he used a mallet most of the time for chip carving. It gives him more 
control. “Try to give it just one smack with the mallet,” he explains, to get the smoothest 
finish. Rob made a holesaw from an old key to create the button on the centre of the carving 
on the legs. That way there’s less chance of the centre splitting away from a slip

Pic.11 The printout for the chip carving is 
stuck down with diluted PVA (50:50 with 
water) which is applied to the wood

Pic.12 Rob had never done any chip carving before making this chair! He ended up making 
two top back rails, not so much because the carving didn’t work but because the grain was 
running in the wrong direction (Pic.13, below). It is important to get exactly the right chisels 
to match the radius of the shapes you are carving

Pic.13 The grain on the first back rail Rob 
tried carving was running at an angle, and 
took stain in an inconsistent pattern. Where 
the pores were open it would suck up stain 
and look much darker

WARNING!

Spot the Difference One chair is original 
from the 19th Century. The other isn’t!

Pic.15 Rob bought a set of 20 wooden 
moulding planes off eBay for £180. “They’re 
in good knick,” he says. “The blades haven’t 
been ground down too far and they weren’t 
too pitted and rusty. They still needed a lot 
of tidying up.”


